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The first comprehensive study of the Indian power symbol that allows the individual to
take a journey to the primordial center of life• Highly illustrated exploration of every
aspect of the yantra, including its related rituals, sounds, and meditation practices•
Investigates the continued use of the yantra in modern India as a magic talismanThe
yantra is both a complex metaphysical symbol and a tool of ritual and meditation. In
kundalini yoga, the patterns contained in this metaphysical and geometrical construct
correspond to the psychic centers of the subtle body, therefore making the body itself
a functioning yantra. In this book, which is the first comprehensive study of the
subject, the author provides a step-by-step explanation of the dynamic process
wherein the yantra aids the individual in the spiritual journey to return to original
wholeness.Every aspect of this important Indian symbol is explored, from its related
sounds, rituals, and use in meditation to its application in traditional temple
architecture and sculpture. The author also looks at its continued use in both the
“black” and “white” magic traditions of the subcontinent, as well as its power as a
talisman.

“A worthy introduction to a noble subject.”(Arts Review)"Yantra explores the dynamics,
metaphysics, aesthetics, and ritual importance of yantras."(Yoga Journal, August
2004)"Readers of both Eastern and Western backgrounds will find this book
provocative and profoundly informative."(Thomas Peter von Bahr, New Age Retailer,
May/June 2004, Vol.18 No.3)About the AuthorMadhu Khanna is a scholar specializing in
both Eastern and Western philosophy. He is coauthor, with Ajit Mookerjee, of The
Tantric Way.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved. Chapter
2Archetypal Space and Sacred SoundIn every civilization there are consecrated sites
and sacred places that are heavy with spiritual significance. Temples, caves,
sanctuaries, or features such as rocks serve as vital points of contact and centres of
accumulated energy. Such places, once consecrated according to traditional canon,
acquire sanctity, and their 'enclosures' separate the archetypal sacred space from its
surroundings. The two areas, the world within the enclosure and the world without,
also stand for the psychological separation of man from his habitual concerns. The wall
or fence or 'magic circle'- whatever form the enclosure takes - stands between the
visible and the invisible and recalls the ritual separation of two distinct realities; the
one that is sacred in which the divinity manifests itself and the other that is profane,
the realm of mundane existence. Once consecrated, even an insignificant stone will



acquire uniqueness and spiritual significance. In India, one often comes across such
objects where a sacred enclosure is marked: a simple stone daubed with vermilion is
laid under a tree, or a sacred syllable or the name of a deity may be scribbled on the
wall. Such images 'speak', 'move' and 'breathe' with life since they impart in a
mysterious way a sense of primal reality. To a seeker who searches for meaning in such
sites or images, the past participates in the present in that they preserve countless
archetypal associations. Such a response necessarily puts out of balance all the notions
of linear time of modern man, for whom the past is merely a dead sequence of events.
The archetypal images, therefore, call for a new way of seeing through the sharpening
of the innate faculties by which they were originally preserved. All such images,
whether large or small, abstract or figurative, simple or sophisticated, recreate a
celestial prototype and recapitulate the symbolism of the centre where the divine
manifests itself, thus investing them with a spiritual value which is held to be
ultimately real. The yantra enclosures follow a similar principle and accord with
ancient intuitions. In the Yajur Veda (23, 60-61), a passage describing a conversation
between a devotee and the priest who performs the fire oblation summarizes this
concept. The seeker questions: Who knows this world's central point? Who knows the
heavens, the earth, the wide airbetween them? Who knows the birthplace of the
mighty Surya [sun]? I ask thee of the earth's extremest limit, where is the centre of
the world, I ask thee? He is answered by the priest: I know the centre of the world
about us. I know heaven, earth, and wide air betweenthem. I know the birthplace of
the mighty Surya . . . This altar is the earth's extremest limit; this sacrifice of ours is
the world's centre.Thus, although made of fragments of brick and mortar, the plinth of
the fire altar is transformed into a cosmic entity and a spiritual centre, and the altar
begins to exist in mystical 'time' and 'space' quite distinct from the profane. In the
same way, the archetypal space of the yantra becomes a sacred entity recognized by
the saka (aspirant). In our ordinary perceptions we view space as an amorphous entity
which is related to us in units of measurement. For us space is essentially quantitative;
we understand it in terms of dimension, volume and distance. For the adept who uses
yantras in yogic meditation, on the other hand, space enclosed within the bounded
figure is purely qualitative; space is absolute void and unity is a 'sacrament' by means
of which he communicates with a force that stands for life itself. The yantra is an
archetypal unit, and in the making of every new yantra the archetypal activity and the
divine revelations repeat themselves. Each yantra's consecrated place acts as a
dwelling for the gods, a space where movement from the level of profane existence to
the level of profound realities is made possible. Symbol and meaning blend so closely
that they are one reality, indistinguishable from one another. The yantra of the
goddess Kali, for instance, is not merely her symbol but an indispensable complement



of Kali herself, her total substance experienced through meditation on the
'metaphysical' spaces of her yantra. We not only perceive the yantra being 'of Kali, but
'understand' it as being one with the spirit of the goddess. It is said, therefore, that
the wise 'know no difference between the goddess [Mahesi] and the yantra'. Every
yantra creates a power-field, a cosmicized circuit (kshetra) in which the powers of the
sacred are invoked. The lines and planes localized within the yantra, though distinct
from all the spaces that surround its outer circuit, are an expression of a
transcendental reality. Stretching from star to star the ultimate substratum of all
forms is space. Empty space is in itself a primordial substance and shares in the nature
of divinity. Without it, the primordial substance whose abode is the whole universe
would remain without support. Absolute void is defined by Indian philosophers as a
limitless sea of undifferentiated continuum which is an everpresent entity not
detachable from the relative, thus making all division of space illusory. So the spaces
within a yantra, however minute, can be symbolically brought to 'presence' and
expressed as being as immense as the spaces within the solar system. Although in the
abstract this is the immutable principle on which the space concept of yantras
functions, on the level of human experience we are led to locate the sacred by creating
spatial divisions. The act of bounding the figure, 'fencing' its four quarters, defining its
spatial orientations, delimiting the sacred territory of the yantra, is an act of
asserting where sacred space begins to manifest.Read more
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Predator29, “A great book!!. This book is really a must have for all the devotes of the
Yantras, specually for them who love to draw...I have a workshop for paint cars, and I
am starting in chroming, so I will star soon to draw and paint yantras with chrome
paints, can you imagine how very beautyful will this be?The book is complete, honestly
is a fantastic book..., you can find all about the history and spiritual and religious origin
of the Yantras in the Universe.Are you interested in know about the Yantras? Buy this
book....Are you interested in draw Yantras for dedicate those to the Goddess or teach
to draw them or include to sell them?Buy this book, and let me give you other sincere
reccomendation...Buy too: Nine designs for inner peace, by Sarah Tomlinson.I have both
books, and I am very happy...”

R. Jacobi, “Good, but NOT a "coffe-table book". I received this book very recently, and
to be honest, have not really done more than give it a relatively quick perusal. It looks
to be highly informational, but if you are looking for a large amount of color
reproductions, you might want to think twice. Not that I was really looking for a
"coffee-table" book, but I have to admit to being slightly disappointed that there are
not more color images it it. Still, it looks like a really good book; I don't regret buying
it.”

Donna Miesbach, “An excellent resource. Finally here is a book that takes you into the
mystery of the yantra while exploring its history, its mechanics, and its deep
symbolism. Abundant pictures and diagrams make it easy to follow its descriptions and
explanations which open up a way of seeing things that may not have been previously
accessible. This is a comprehensive work that offers the reader a wealth of
information, leaving one with a deep appreciation for those who were so dedicated
that they could penetrate the meaning of sacred symbols and enshrine their energy via
the yantra.”

robinart, “INspired. A very nice copy of a really great book. Inspired to do the sri
yantra meditation myself.  In process in the photo.”

Diane, “Four Stars. Excellent book.”

John Sharpe, “Excellent book. As I am interested in artistic spiritual pathways, this
book has given me inspiration in the work I create with digital media.”

ALS, “Great book. I think this is a great book on how mantras, yantras and sacred



geometry are related . Gives a good understanding!”

sophiam, “Five Stars. Great book to learn about yantras!”

Patty Pickle, “Loving this book. Pretty much everything I wanted to know about Yantra
in one book. Everywhere I went to find information I found them referring back to this
text.You can go in at a shallow level and just read the first two sections, or you can go
in depth into the symbolism, imagery and ritual the further you read.It also makes a
nice coffee table book as it has some fabulous photos and is printed in quality style.A
great purchase.”

Aravinda, “Good add to collection of Yantra books. This book is light read, has good
quality pictures of yantras done in earlier years and some specific guidance of puja
procedures. Overall, good book to have on yantras and supplements book on yantra by
Harish Johari.”

Madyoga, “Yantra. One of my favourite a beautiful and practical Yoga book (and as a
teacher I have a lot). I use it all the time, just what I was looking for, fantastic
illistrations (a lot in colour). Great explanations of the philosophy, practices and how
to construct a yantra without being overwhelming. Definately inspired me to have a go,
went out and got some paints!”

Jayashree Acharya, “good read. Good read”

Rahul Rajaram Mane, “Excellent book. Excellent book”

The book by Madhu Khanna has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 47 people have provided
feedback.
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